Excellence Minute

June 29, 2006

- The Communications team has launched the web page Compass Points to Excellence. The web page will promote information to the UWF community concerning ways to create excellence in their lives. Each month a different UWF Standard and Value will be featured along with a tip of the month. Visit the web site at http://uwf.edu/excellence/compass/.

- The Employee Satisfaction team surveyed attendees of the One Year Service Award Ice Cream Social. Of the surveys received 96 percent of respondents felt the event was good or excellent, 92 percent of respondents indicated they were encouraged to attend because of the personal delivery of invitations.

- The Community Outreach team conducted surveys that resulted in suggestions from the community. Suggestions include functional names on buildings, signs at university entrances with campus directions and increased off-campus presence.

This notice is sent as an update of activities and accomplishments of Making Way for Excellence. Email questions or comments to April Sargent at asargent@uwf.edu.